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FULTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 1946

VIIIMIIME FIFTEEN

4.H Camp At Martin
Will Instruct 1500

MRS. EMMA VANCE
Mrs. Emma Retta Vance, 91, died
Monday night at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Lena Walker on
Pearl-st, after an extended illness.
Funeral serveces were held Wednesday afternoon at the Shiloh
church by Rev. L. A. Watson of
Dyersburg, with interment following at Shiloh cemetery in charge
of Hornbeak Funeral Home. Mrs.
Vance was a native of Carlisle
county, Kentucky.

New Rotary Club
Homemakers Camp
Installed Here
To Be Held July 1-5

DEATHS
TOMNIY COUNCIL

Traffic Regulations
Being Enforced Here:
Scores Pay Fines

Tommy Council, 57, well known
resident of Obion county, died SatSafety Drive By Police Department
urday morning. at 4:10 o'clock at
Is Making Motorists More
Haws Memorial,. Hospital, after a
Careful; Violators HailApproximately 1500 4-H boys and
illness
paralytic
following
brief
a
ed- To Court
gib from West Tennessee will atstroke. Funeral services were held
aged the annual club camp startSunday afternoon at 'the Church of
Rigid enforcement of traffic regJudy 1 at the University of TennesChrist by Elder Charles L. Houser,
Judd
at
Junior
Martin,
College
See
with interment at Chapel Hill Cem- ulations in Fulton by the Police Department is making motorists more
Insainks and Miss Mildred Jacocks,
etery.
safety conscious, and slowing down
dktrict agents, said Saturday.
He leaves his widow, Mrs. Jewel trafffc in
the business and residentearnp will be divided into
Robertson Council; two daughters, ial districts. More than
100 drivers
time sections. The first wW last
Fulton,
Meadows
Jack
of
Mrs.
daughter,
leaves
Mrs.
one
She
have been hailed into court for viotheaugh July 6, with club members
CochFannie
B.
Route 2, and Mrs.
Lena Walker; a sister, Mrs. Alice
lation of one or more of the city's
tram Bennton, Carroll, Crsckett,
ran of Mississippi; one son, Calvin traffic regulations.
Coleman of Mayfield; and the fol.Fbrywood. Henry, Lauderdale, Har- lowing grandchildren,
Council; Thomas and Dub DedCletus WalkIt is not the intention of the
din. Obion and Tipton counties in er of Detroit; Herschel Walker,
mon, two nephews; six grariel chil- Police Department or the City Dads
attendance The second will be Houston; Arnold Walker,
dren; two brothers, Vest Council of to make any unnessary trouble for
Clinton;
frau July 8-13, attended by club Genola aWlker, Reno,
Union Citp and Jimmy Councl of motorists here, but this action ...0as
Nev.; Paul
numbers from Chester, Dyer, be- Walker, Fulton; Margaret
East St. Louis, Ill.; two sisters, Mrs. been brought about because of inLayton,
calm, Fayette, Hardeman, Hen- Chattanooga;
David Edwards of Detroit and Mrs. creasing reckless driving, and reAaron Walker, Fulton;
derma. Lake, Madison, McNairy Lorene Brown, Bowling
Morris
Cunningham
of
Baton peated violation of traffic regulaGreen,
and Weakley counties. The final HueV\ Pyle, Springfield;
Rouge, La.
Roma Via
tions. All violators will receive tick"Miss Kentucky"
meek will be for senior club mem- Mayfield: Virgie Barkley,
Mr. Council was a member of ets to appear in the City Court, and
Clinton;
SERVICE NOTES
burs. 14 years of age and other, Vernon Pyle,- Evansville;
the
Fulton Church of Christ, and will be fined.
Spicer
To Be Chosen FAIRSTENFELDBRUCK, Germany
ram the entire district.
was active in church work.
Pyle. Clinton; Ilene Puckett, ClinParking zones have been clearly
—Here
"winning
to
do
his
the
bit
in
Separate Classes Planned
ton; Seldon Fields, Cairo; 'Emma
From somewhere in Kentucky a
marked in the business section, arid
GEORGE W. CROFT
Mach day's program will begin at Frances Noel, Oliver Branch, Ill.; pretty and talented young lady will peace", Pvt. William O. Lock, son
cars must be parked inside the lines
of Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Lock, 900
&IS with the morning assembly and also 18 great grandchildren.
be chosen "Miss Kentucky" and will
George W. Croft, 77, died at his marked on the pavement. Cars
Fulton,
Wtitnut,
formerly
a
s5lesasnil devotional. Following this will
have the honor of competing with
man for the Union-Circulation Co., home east of Fulton, June 19, was must be parked on the right side of
W. M. PATRICK
be separate class periods for boys
beautiful gorls from all states of has arrived
at the European The- buried at Old Bethel Friday morn- the street, with no double parking
ask girls.
William Moses Patrick, farmer of the union at the famous Atlantic atre Army Air Forces Reinforce- ing, with Jackson Bros., in charge permitted.
Rome classes will Include pas- Fulton
The city has a speed liznit of
oaunty, died the night of City Beauty Pageant in September. ment Depot, and will soon be as- of interment. He was a well,known
tures, dairying, beef cattle poultry, June
This announcement was made last
farmer of Graves county and had thirty miles an hour in the resident19, at his home in Crutchsigaed
to
permanent
duties
with
the
dairy judging hogs, farm rnachin- field
lived in this vicinity most of his ial districts, and 20 miles an hour
after an illness of two months. week by the Kentucky Junior occupational Air Force.
•
erg. safety and •sheep farming.
life.
in the business section. These reguHe was 76 years of age. Funeral Chamber of Cominerc ewho will
From
this
depot
he
may
be
assignSubject for the girls' classes will services
He married Miss Susie Cannon in lations must be obeyed, K. P. Dalwere held Friday morning conduct the contest at the Kentucky ed to units servicing Army Air
halide meal planning, canning and at the
Crutchfield Baptist church State Fair August 25 to 31.
Force planes in Germany, Austria, 1891, and to this union were born ton, chief of police stated this week.
lead preparation, toed preparation by Rev.
Every community in the state
E. C. Nall. Internient folItaly or France. While here, in the three children, Homer of Garvin, Cars must oome to a stop at all stop
judging and contests, dairy foods lowed at
Rock Springs cemetery will be urged to select a contestant heart of picturesque Bavaria, he wil- Texas, Newman Croft and Mrs. signs, and red and green signal
demanstrations, good grooming arid in charge
Lucille Palmer of Fulton. His wife lights must be observed.
of Hornbeak Funeral to compete in the finals at Louis- have an opportunity
to enjoy the
aggeopriate clothing, furniture care Home.
ville. Contest rules will be mailed
preceded him in death 25 years
This safety campaign is being conscenic
beauties
of
the
wooded
footsad arrangement and home manMr. Parick was a bachelor, and by the Junior Chamber of Com- hills of the Alps. He will also be ago, and he later married Minnie ducted for the good of all motorists,
agleam&
and their cooperation will be
is survived by two brothers, Lee merce through the offices of James able to visit the notorious Dachau Williams, who survives.
lustructors for the various classes Patrick
He leaves three grandchildren, necessary. Officers will treat all ofand Nick Patrick, laoth of C. Warren Chairman of the Junior Concentration Camp.
wall he staff membera of the Col- Crutchfield;
Chamber's
Contest
Committee
also several nieces arid
Located about 20 mas from Mun- Mrs. Seldon Reed and Marvin Croft fetaders with cotutesy, but there
lege at Agriculture and Extension, nephews.
Louisville.
ich, this $15,000,000 former Luft- of McCarney, Texas; Bobby Joe is no use of trying to talk your
Swear Dann acid home agents.
The state organization has been
waffe flying school was Gertrutny's Palmer of Fulton; one great grand- way ,out of •fyaft—log_tbst hoot la
Afternoon classes will be for apeauthorized by the state fair board
JORL 1111. LATTA
Randolrh Field. Now under the child, Timmy Reel% one sister, Mrs. ton uhtIl motorrAs'learn and respect
collefrialstest groups aftS grill Include
tO have charge of the beauty con- command
of Col. Malcolm N.-Ste- Mollie Yates of near Fulton; a local traffic. regulations. This safeJoel Merritt Latta, 39, died Thurs- test as well as the state
emits, nausic appreciation. song
fair county wart, Hampton,
Vo., it is one of the brother, Joe Croft of near Duke- ty effort will be the means of preday,
June 20, in New Orleans. Fun- exhibits which proved so
readership, sports and games leadpopular best equipped and
most attractive dom; other relatives and friends. venting more accidents, and proeral services were held at the Horn- last year.
engin.
bably will save someone's life-air fields in Europe. At present
beak Funeral Chapel here Tuesday
Recreation In Evening
Various civic groups throughout several thousand GI's
maybe your own. So please drive
MRS. MAYME TOON
each month
by the Rev. . E.W Mischke, pastor
the state will be immediately con- are pre essed and
cthefully, and remember the policecarnp will feature the eve- of the First
orientated for
Mrs. Mayme Ethel Toon, wife of
Methodist church. Interman 'is only. doing his duty, when
sacted so they can hold tryouts to their occupation duties
ohm assembly at whith demon- ment
at this key C. M. Toon, died Monday night at I
followed at Fairview cemeticket for violating
choose their representative to the station.
strations and skits will be present- tery.
the Haws Memorial Hospital after he gives you a
some traffic regulation. Watch these
beauty contest.
ed. Added recreational activities,
a
brief illness. Funeral services
Mr. Latta was born in Lousiville,
things while driving:
Winners from the various sections MISCELLANEOUS
nararies. folk games and contests and resided
SHOWER FOR were held Wednesday afternoon at
in Water Valley for a
of the state will be brought to MRS. D. J. MURCHISON
be a part of the evening pro- while He
the First Christian Church by the' 1. Don't drive more than 20 miles
served in the U. S. Madowntown, nor more than
Louisville for the final contest
gram. Mr. Brooks said
pastor, Rev. E. M. Oakes. Interment an hour
rines for four years.
which will be held at the fair
Fifty-four guests honored Mr& D. followed at Greenlea cemetery in 30 miles an hour in the residential
Instructors for the boys' classes
He leaves his mother, Mrs. A. B. grounds August 25.
incllude: G. L Herrington and
J. Murchison with a miscellaneous charge of Hornbeak Funeral Home. section.
Latta of Tallahassee, Fla.; two sis2. Park your car on the right
specialist
ettglasion
shower Friday afternoon, in the
4-H
Pool Ross
She leaves her husband; six sons,
ters, Mrs. Joe Elarbee of Tallahas- STALLINS FAMILY REUNION
lovefy home of Mrs. J. W. Mc- Walter. Charley, Jewel, Eldon D., side of the street, inside parking
and assistant:1. J. Chadwell, pout- see and Mrs. Disk Metcalf
of TamClanahan's. Mixed summer flowers and Bob Toon, all of Fulton and zones and parking lines.
try; L. O. Colebank, livestock; M. pa, Fla.;
a grandmother, Mrs. Joel
A family reunion was given at the I were used to decorate
3. Do not double park at any time,
T_ Crowder, agricultural engineer- B. Knight
the house. Clyde Toon, U. S. Navy; three dauof Tallahassee; two home of Mrs. Thelbert
Whipple on Bingo was played and prizes were ghters, Emma Jean Collier of Chi- or stop your car in a regular chaning- William P. Tyrell, sheep; Paul
nephews; two uncles„ Herbert Lat. the Middle
road, Sunday June 9, awarded. At the end of the Bingo, cago, Aundrilla Kell of Detroit, and nel of traffic and block the cars
Meek, executive officer; Miss Helen
ta of Fulton and John Latta of De- 1946.
Everyone enjoyed themselves the honoree, who wore a beautiful Dorothy Toon of Fulton;
Fbriwkins. head of home economics
three sis- behind you.
troit; two aunts, Mrs. T. J. Taylor very much
and many of the family corsage, presented by the
4. Watch the stop signs and warndepartment; Prof. McMahan, agroters,
Mrs.
Lucy
Watson
of
Fulton,
hostess,
of Martin and Mrs. Joe T. Parker was there.
Mrs. J. W. McClanahan, opened Mrs. Maggie Hayden of Wingo and ings. Also wait for red light to
cromiet; Prof. Newell Thompson,
of Murray.
Those present were as follows:
many lovely gifts.
dairying, and Prof. Earl Knepp, enMrs. Jewel Stinnett of Fulton; turn green before you "go."
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Davis of Wash5.Make no U-Turns, for you subshivering.
The co-hostess es were Mrs. Paul ttur brothers, Charles Gore of
MRS. ETHEL DaVANIA
yourself and others to an acington, D. C.; Mrs. Jimmie Sanders Williams and Mrs. Gerald Binford. Farmington, Ed Gore of
Instructors for the girls' classes
Cairo and ject
Mrs. Ethel DaVania, 58, well and Martin of Rome, Ga.; Mr. and
Adelicious open-faced sandwich Huron Gore of Moscow; five grand- cident.
will include: Miss Aubry Scott, 4-H
known Fulton woman and wife of Mrs. Floyd Bowen, Betty and plate with iced tea was served to children.
6. Keep your lights and brakes
Wall&; Miss Isadore Williams, marCharles
DeVania,
C.
local
good condition.
A.
Robert
in
painter,
died
of
Fulton;
Mr.
and
Mesdames:
J.
T.
Murchison,
Bryan
Miss
Maude Guthrie, nuketing.;
7. Pay the same respect to your
PAUL MORRIS trition; Miss Mildred Kemmer, nu- Saturday in the Baptist Hospital Mrs. Willie Stallins of Washington, Kearby, J. M. Shelton, William P.
fellow motorist as you would if
trition; Miss Inez Lovelace, home in Louisville, where she was .ad- D. C.; Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stallins McClanahan, W. W. Shelton, Hub
Paul Morris, life-long resiUpt of you were to meet him on the street
monagement;- and Miss Elizabeth mitted two weeks ago. Funeral Ser- of Fulton; M.ary Ellen Sylvia Arm, Beard, C. . Turner, S. A. Waggoner, Fulton, died Manday at 1:30
n. m., while walking.
vices were held Tuesday afternoon and Donna Ashby of Fulton; Chris- Eugene Douglas, Hersha1 Elliott,
Moreland, home and community
at the Byrn Funeral Home in May- tine and Harmon Pierce. of Pierce, Clois Veatch, Marshall Finch, Alvin at Hot Springs, Ark., while their
Novice.
for treatment. Funeral services was
field, with interment following at Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Archie Stal- Harper, Percy
PRESIDENT OF COUNTRY
Veatch, Macon
the Maplewood cemetery.
lins of St. Louis. Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Shelton, Luther Elliotte, Henry held Thursday afternoon at the CLUB ASKS COOPERATION
MKIECHINSON-KEARBY
She leaves her husband; four Lon Green and A. W. of Fulton, Sams, Irvin Jeffress, Turney Le,e First Christian Church by Rev. E.
children, Lt. Col. Richard DaVania Route; Mr. and Mrs. Tom Stallins Byrd, Robert Thompson, Richard M. Oakes, pastor. Interment folThose who wish to have an outlowed at Fairview cemetery in
libr. and Mrs. J. B. Kearby of of Memphis, Mrs. Earl Montgomery of Crutchfield, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. Jeffress, Jessie Fields, Paul Wildoor outing or picnic may make use
charge
of
Hornbeak
Funeral
Home.
Crutchfield announces the marri- of Louisville, Terry DaVania of Thelbert Whipple of Fulton Route. liams, Mac Herring, Cletus BinThe body arrived in Fulton Wed- of the Fulton Country Club. proage of their daughter, Miss Frances Paducah and Jack DaVania of Ful- 1; Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Atwill of ford, Glenden Howell, Jess Cashon,
nesday night, accompanied by his vided they will ask permission, Joe
ton;
two
grandchildren,
Hicicrnan.
James
Earl
Route
4; Mr., and Mrs. Roy Nethery. Crerald Binford, J.
Ksiarby to Mr. Daniel J. Murchisister, Miss Bess Morris. Military Hall, President of the club stated
son. son of Mrs. J. T. Murchinson Montgomery of Louisville, and Charlie Stallins of P'ulton; Mr. and P. Williams Jr., Hershal Brown.
ceremony
was held for the deceas- this week.
Suzanne DeVania of Fulton.
Mrs. Burnie Stalling and daughter Hayford Duke, M. D. Boulton, DonTanen. Route .1.
The picnic grounds are open to
ed,
as
he
was a veteran of World
Mrs. DaVania was a native of of Fulton, Route 1; Mr. Eurie Stab ald Cherry, Ronald
Elliotte, John War 1. He
the public, but in order to avoid
Tbe double ring ceremony was
was
also
a
member
of
Graves county, but had resided
lins of Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. Roper McClanahan, Fterd MacAllister, Elconflictions, it is necessary that
esieseatized on Friday evening, June
the Fulton Elks Club.
Fulton for the past twelve years. Jeffress and sons of Fulton, Mr. Jim mer Walston, Earl
Williams, Ben
anyone desiring to use the grounds
141. IOU at the Methodist parsonage,
The family moved here from Pad- Williamson of Fulton Route 1; Mr. Moore, Clyde Corum,
leaves two sisters, Miss Bess
He
R. L. Elliotte,
register with Mr. Hall.
Cayce, Ky., with the Rev. J. M.
ucah.
and Mrs. Henry Walker and son of Carl Freeman, Thomas Exum, Otis Morris and Mrs. Carrie Estes. He
lbrikin officiating.
was born in this city, the son of
She was a member of the Nash- Fulton, Route I, Lilian Williams and Howard. R. M. Bellew,
Thurman
SCOUTS VACATION AT
The bride wore a street length ville Methodist church, and
of the son, Harry of Fulton.
Howell, and Misses Allie Murchison, the late Dr. Nat Morris. His mother
CAMP PEKENTUCK
abeam of aqua blue with white ac- Paducah Lodge of the Royal.
preceded
him
in
death
a
year
ago.
NeighMarion Kearby, Betty Lou Howard.
eessmies Her only ornament was bors of America. She was
a woman CAROLYN DULEY
Marjorie Anne Howard and the hona strand of pearls, gift of the groom. who took a delight in the activities ACCEPTS
A group of Fulton Scouts, and
MRS. EULA MATHIS
oree and hostesses.
POSMON
She wore a shoulder corsage of of her community, and bad
other Scouts of the Dry Lake Dismany
Those
who
sent
Wilson
gifts
Mrs.
Mathis,
Eula
former
were MesAmerican Beauty roses.
trict are; enjoying a summer outing
friends here who will regret to
Carolyn Duley, daughter of dames: George Elliotte, C. J. Jack- resident of Fulton died June 19 at
Camp Pakentuck in Southern Ill'The attendants were Miss Marion learn of her death.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Duley of Fulton, son, Joe Moore, Arlie Batts, Glenn the Campbell's Clinic in Memphis, zit
They , left here last Sunday
inois.
Kearby and Mr. Jennings Kearby,
has accepted a position with the Dillon, Etta Stephens, Tommie having suffered a broken hip about
afternoon via special bus.
LESLIE BROONER AUSTIN
slater and brother of the bride.
Perry Lumber Company of Metn- Nugent, Lincoln Haynes, Eugene one week's previously. Funeral
Miro Marion Kearby wore a chifLeslie Brooner Austin, Jr:, infant phis. She is a graduate of Christian Howard, Cleo Newberry, Charlie services were held Friday after,
LOIS CAROL BROOKS
fon green and black dress with son of M4: and Mrs. Leslie Austin College, Columbia, Mo.
Stone, Carl Phillips, Neil Little, noon In Union City.
black accessories. Her corsage was Sr., died Saturday night, at the age
Hannibal Seat, Will Wilson, Ruthie
She leaves a son, Dr. Cecil Mathis
Lois Carol J3rooks, infant daured carnations.
of four days. Funeral services were
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Riley and chil- Moore, Robert Jeffress, Lucy Turn- of Union City; one grandchild, ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert C.
After the ceremony, the couple held at the grave Sunday afternoon dren, Mickey, Ann and Billie ar- er, Pressie Moore and family, and Francine Mathis; three sisters, Mrs. Brooks, died Monday night at 11:30
MT war a short wedding trip. They at Acree cemetery near Austin rived today, Monday, for a visit Misses Pauline Yates, Pauline Wag- R. B. Beadles of Lakeland, Fla., in alocal hospital. Funeral services
win reside in their new home, Ful- Springs by the Rev. David K. Wach- with ther mother. Mrs. J J. House goner, Winnie Veatch, Jessie Wade, Mrs. Hattie James Wilson of Mem- were held Tuesday afternoon, with
and Maude Stephens.
phis.
interment in Chapel Hill cemetery.
tel.
ten, Route 1.
and Harry House on Pearl St.
IFInit et 'Three Sections Starts July
1; Varied Topics Planned

z•

DEATHS

Homemakers Camp composed of
South Central, Purchase, and Pennyroyal districts will be held at
Bethel Woman's College in Hopkirlsville, Kentucky July 1-5. Approximately 150 Homemakers from the
three districts are expected to attend this camp, according to a survey made in the counties.
Miss Myrtle Weldon, state leader,
Miss Zelma Monroe and Miss Aida
Henning, assistant state leaders, will
be managers of camp activities.
The program for camp will consist mainly of recreation, handicrafts, and rest. The sewimming
pool at the college will be available
each afternoon.
The home agent,
Margaret Hoard,' will attend camp with the Fulton county delegation.

Members of the Fulton Rotary
Club met in regular weekly session
at noon Tuesday in the Rainbow
Room. Rube McKnight, retiring
president, presente dthe gaval to
the new officers of the club.
Joe Brown, new president, took
over the retiring president's chair.
Other officers are Roy Wardlow,
vice president; T. J. Kramer, Jr.,
Secretary; James R. Hogan, treasurer. The board of directors is composed of Joe Brown, Rube McKnight, Roy Wardlow, Bob White,
J. D. Davis, Glynn Bushart and
T. J. Kramer, Jr.
Gus Bard mode an interesting
talk on The Accomplishments of
Rotary During the Past Year, and
he .pointed out the importance of
the work being carried on by Rotary.
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PUBLLSIDED EVERY FRIDAY
ihiSered as second class matter Jun*
SI, 1933, at the post office at Fulton,
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
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Business Notices and Political Cards
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advertlaing department
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THE DISINHERITED

A nation grew up out of the wil
derness of a newly-discovered continent. The men and women who
peopled that wilderness came seeking freedom. They stayed to win
a living out of the soil with their
bare hands. They endued hardships that developed the iron in
their souls and laid the foundation
of the greatest nation on the face
of the earth.
But the people grew weary of
the eterrial vigilance that is the
price of liberty. They saw the
craven defeatism of foreign countries lead to paternalistic governments and relief for the people from
the responsibility of doing their
own thinking and providing their
own security.
A great depression in the United
States furnished the opportunity for
the emissaries of foreign ideologies
to prepare their savory stews of political promises and assured relief
froin self.discipline and self-reliance. To thase who had grown
weary of the struggle for freedom
and whose hearts were filled with
envy or hatred or resentment, or
who perhaps were only badly deluded and misled, the promises of
the tempters were attractive.
• "Let us have somewhat of your
liberties; give us of your powers
under the Constitution, and relinquish the right to take back those
powers and liberties, and we will
let you eat of this savory paternalism,that the collectivisms of Europe
made possible," persuaded the wily
demagogues of collective democracy.

The boy grew up with the flocks
and herdse he tended in the fields.
The rain fell and the sun beat down
upon him. His flesh grew hard, his
muwles tough, and his skin bronzed and hairy. He won strength
from the elements he overcame and
his sturdiness was the delight of his
Millions of Americans fell into
father. He was of the breed of
pioneers who tame the earth to this trap. Still more of them are
trading their sacred and infinitely
nourish and serve man.
precious heritage of freedom for a
rn—the full strength of manhood
mirage caVed security and governhe prepared to take over his inhermental collectivism.
itance. But an evil day brought
One wonders if Americans will
him in from the fields weary and
live to see their rich heritage turnfamished. The
conniving of his ,
ed over to the cunning connivers
mother and brother did the rest.
who pursuaded them to trade their
Seeing him coming, they had preinheritance for a mess of pottage.
pared a tasty stew of lamb and lenIt may even yet be not too late,
tils. The savory odor assailed Es-'
if we awake and see what is hapau's nostrils and spurred the already
pening to us--if, somehow we can
ravenous hunger that drew him
bolster - our courage to go on as
home.
crusaders in quest of the great Am"Swear that Jacob shall take thy erican ideal and keep the freedom
place as elder brother and inherit our pioneer ancestors wrought for
thy father's blessings and goods, us out of a wilderness.
and thou shalt have to eat," said ,
Rebecca, his mother. And it is re- ' The new weed killer, 2,4-D, makes
corded that Esau yeilded to his hun- plants " grow
themselves
to
ger and give up his rich inheritance death."
for a mess of pottage to satisfy his
Sally Simpkins says: Home imimmediate hunger. He lived to see provement, like measles, is contathe rich lands and flocks he had gious.
tended turned over to his cunning
The only machine ,meant to opbrother in payment for the earlier erate with Wing wire is the _hay
temporary relief.
baler.

NEW EXECUTIVE ORDER PROVIDES ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
FOR VETERNS IN OBTAINING
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT
J. C. Sugg Jr., Secretary of the
Board or,U. S. Civil Service Examiners in this city announced that on
June 4, 1946 the President issued
Executive Order Number 9733 providing the following additional benefits for veterans in obtaining Government positions:
(1) Persons entitled to 10-point
preference under the Veterans'
Preference Act of 1944 may now
file application for probational appointment any Civil Service position to which a probational appointment has been made within three
years preceding date of application.
(2) Persons whose names appeared on a list of eligibles at any
time between May 1, 1940 and
March 16, 1942 for positions generally, or between May 1, 1940 and
October 23, 1943 for positions in
the Fieldd Service of the Post Office Department, who entered the
armed forces between such dates
and whose names stood higher on
such lists than another eligible who
received probational appointment

therefrom, may be certified for probational appointment provided they
have been honorably discharged
from the armed forces and provided they apply for the benefits of
this order within 90 days of termination of duty with the armed
forces or hospitalization after discharge continuing for not more than
on eyear, or within 90 days of the
new Executive Order, whichever is
later. The provision of this paragraph were formerly covered by
Executive Order 9538 of April 13,
1945 except that the new order provides for an extension of the time
limit for making application.
(3) The Civil Service Commission
has been directed to certify the above classes of eligibles to fill existing vacancies in appropriate posilions and to replace temporary appointees ancl.war service appointees
who are not otherwise eligible for
permanent retention in the service.

Service Regina] Office, U. S. Post •Subscribe Now tor THE =WM
Office and Court House, Cincinnati,
Ohio; or from the commission's
ATHLETES FOOT ITCH
Central office in Washington, D. C.
Planning for the future should
take into account keeping the gains
of the past.
many happy
Flies don't make
landings on cows that have been
sprayed with DDT.

HOW TO STOP IT
MAKE 5 MINUTE TEST

la
s
riNtru
RiAllr7G
t hI
G
"
e P(TrikF
tido FULL STRENGTH. Roaches
germ. to KILL the itch. Get HEW Soot
comfort or your 35c bock.

Locally at Beanett's

for United Stator Senator
la the Democratic Primary
3, 1%6
August
Saturday,
on

VOTE FOR

13LAKEY HELM
legislative program.
He offers a constructive
in ttvo World Wars.
serve
to
volunteered
He
in the Senate!
serve
to
Let's elect him

Further information regarding
this Executive Order and information as to how to apply for the benefits of this order may be obtained
from the Commission's Local Secretary from First or Second-Class
Post Offices; from the Sixth Civil

HEADQUARTERS,
431 Wart Jrffrmoo St.
Loalavill.. 2. KY.

TELICPWEIME4
CLAY IRIS

Tow to5save money
on your electric bill"
by
rhinos Q.Twitch, Eminent Economist

GOLD TEETH WANTED
Such as Crowns, Bridgework, Fillings, Etc.
We will promptly pay from $15.00 to $25.00
per Troy Ounce for same.
MAIL OR EXPRESS TO

CONWAY'S
433 Royal St. — New Orleans, La.
A1

Throw away your electric clock and buy a
sun-dial. Of course, it won't wake you up
for work, but think of the fun you'll have
trying to figure out what time it is—on sunny
days, anyway. And you'll be saving about 5
cents, every month! At that rate, you'll have the
sun-dial almost paid for in only 41 years!

1

Careful, Expert
Cleaning Service

,

We take careful pains with your clothes when
you bring them to us for dry cleaning.
We strive to render prompty, satisfactory
service and have built our business upon satisfied customers.
Bring us your dresses, coat suits, suits, etc.,
and we'll make them spic-and-span and ready
for service again.

Donate your electric washer to an orphanage and start doing your wash by hand.
In one month you'll actually have saved 8
cents. At the end of a year you'll have almost
enough money to pay for a good, strong washboard, which you'll be needing by then. The
will do you worlds of good, and keep you
exercise
,
ont of mischief for hours and hours at a time.

2

Turn off your radio during "The Electric
Hour" on Sunday afternoon. Of course
you'll miss a wonderful program, but you'll

3

save a sixth oil' a penny every time you do it. In
a year that's nearly 9 cents. And there's no
--music so pleasant as those coppers clinking in.
your pocket!

* OUR

screwball economist, Dr.
Twitch, really knows his
subject. Although he apparently has
srhall regard for the labor-saving convenience of electricity, he has calculated
nicely the cost of operating these electrical
appliances.

We hope that Phineas Q. has helped
you to realize how many jobs electricity
does for you so cheaply—and especially,
in the face of our rapidly increasing cost
of living, toe tvant you to notice that electricity is still doing the same big job for
you at lower and lower cost.

WE ALSO REBLOCK MEN'S HATS.

QUALITY CLEANERS
Commercial Avenue

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
I NCORPOR ATED

1100 Men and Women Striving To Serve You Well

Fulton, Ky.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS,FULTON, KENTUCKY
has been truly said that the SUNDAY, JUNE 311
mob has many heads, but no CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
burino.--RivaroL

DR. T. M. REID
Chiropractor
City National Bank Bldg

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home

Evenings 7 to g p. m.

Phone US
129 University
MARTIN, TENN.
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means

PHONE 97

You'll Like Ou6Service
and Goodfit
—TWI
ulucts
—"h
We take great delight in pleasing our customers, and appreciate your patronage.
GULF GASOLINE and MOTOR OILS
GULFLEX LUBRICATION
AUTO LAUNDRY and POLISH SERVICE
We call for and deliver your car.
Phone 1108

Goodwin Service Station
Comer Eddings & Valley

Fulton, Ky.

See Us:For Your—

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!
We have a good supply of popular veterinary
supplies, and will be glad to fill your needs.

STOCK TONICS,

You can prevent an automobile
accident before it happens, most of
the time.
Hint: Watch out for collapse of
prices that are high and be careful when you buy.
The theory of censorship is that
a few people have more sense than
anybody else.
Never forget that peace has a
price and that it may be almost as
costly as war.
Your mind isn't functioning if
you agree with everything you
read; even if we write it.
There are people who just can't
withstand the new paint on the
new automobiles.
Happiness is a state of mind induced by the coclusion that you
can't remake people and the vvorld.
Wisdom is the art of balancing
the long range viewpoint against
the short-range advantage.
Husbands who think they can run
a home better than their wives
should swap jobs with their wives.
It we have to choose between
government regulation and monopoly regulation,
we
prefer the
former.
No advertising works miracles,
even that published in The News,
but it is a paying investment.
Those who refuse to support the
organized churches should let the
world know what they have that
is better.
Regarding the railroad strike we
might admit that we are for labor
but without favoring national sui.
cidy
eo
ung people have a hard time
understanding the power and influence of money in life; so do most
of the older folks.
Regarding the approaching elec, tions we would not be surprised to
discover that all the candidates are
tor "the people."
Our own advice is to save those
war bonds. You never know when
they will be ust what you need in
an emergency.
A sap, if anybody wants to know
is an individual trying ta live according to the ideals and principles of some other guy.
What has become of the ancient
idea that every community, including Fulton, should have a permanent drive for beautification everywhere?
The capitalistic system will beat
communism if everybody understands that it functions for the
benefit of everybody, not for capi- 1
talists exclusively.
We may be mistaken but somehow or other the average high
school student doesn't seem to be
as much interested in his studies as
his mother desires.
Trading in Fulton is smart provided prices are reasonable. Buyers
should give local merchants a
chance and efficient merchants ask
for nothing more.
Merchrdising is beginning to
require ability; it is moving away
from the era when all that the seller ha dto do was to decide who
would be permitted to buy.
Peaee r.:an be guaranteed it there
is forcr to maintain it but some nasmartaenough to be willing to contribute some of the force.
Correct this sentence: "As a
smart business man, he supported
price controls but he pointed out
that his business needed a twentyfive per cent advance in selling
prices."
Ten years ago the Liberty League
was waging war upon the late
President Roosevelt; Mr. Whitney,
of the Trainmens union, in declaring war upon Mr. Truman, might
look up the.record of the league.
The comrdencement orators- are
having their chance to solve the
problems that confront mankind
and they are attacking them without reserve. The funny thing is htat
the problems remain.
The House of Representatives
which, in our opinion missed the
bus on Selective Service legislation
and the extension of the OPA, scored a point when President Truman asked for emergency strike
legislation.
We have no idea that profits were
eliminated from the productive processes that enabled th enation to
win the war but there is no reason
why heavy taxation should not keep
sortie of it rolling into the Treasury for the purpose of paying the
riational debt.
Among the citations which comprise the Lesson-Sermon is the
following from the Bible: "And I
saw another mighty angel come
down from heaven, clothed with a
cloud: . . . And he had in his band
a little book open: . . . And I went
unto the angel, and said unto him,
Give me the little book. And he
said unto me, Take it, and eat it
up; and it shall make thy belly bitter, bat it shall be in thy mouth
sweet as honeY." (Rev. 10).

"Christian Science" is the subject of • the Lesson-Sermon which
will be read in all Christian Science
Churches throughout the world on
Sunday, June 30, 1946.
The Golden Text is "Ilo, every
one that thirsteth, come ye to the
waters, and he that hath no moneY;
come ye, buy, and eat; yea, come
buy wine and milk without money
and without price." (Isa. 55:1).

Office Boils 9 to 12; 2 to 5

HOG CHOLERA,

NOTES AND COMMENT

POULTRY POWDER
WORM CAPSULES

VETERINARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES

NEW OWL
DRUG ;COMPANY

Complete 11-Sto
Garage Service
Bring Your Car To Us For Minor Repairs Or
A Complete Overhaul Job.
MOTOR REBUILDING
PAINT and BODY SHOP
COMPLETE LINE OF NEW AUTO PARTS
FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS
Hudson Automobiles — G. M. C. Trucks
Goodyear Tires
Visit us in our new location

Jones & Grooms
Mears Street—Back of Lake St. Fulton, Ky.
In Old Dallas Produce Building

•TIDBITS
SCHOOL BUTTER

bably there was some veiled obscenity about the words, some meaning that was gross and insulting.
Anyway, it was in no sense personal but applied to the school. Maybe it meant that the youngsters in
school were softies or whatever the
obscene equivalent would be. One
of my friends, from an eatirely diffreent part of the state from Fidelity, says that even during books a
cry of the words would bring instant response. Without so much
as a "By your leave" the boys rushed away from their desks and ran
down the taunter. I suppose that
this has long ago passed as a custon, but some of us middle-aged
ones remember it as formerly very
much alive.

Turkeys won't gobble up as much
expensive feed if they are put on
good, clean range.
Lengthen the hen's day with el-

Recently at the Kentucky Educaectricity, as each hen works "acctional Assoviation meeting some one
ording to her won lights."
asked me what was meant by the
old expression "School Butter." I
had to admit that I did not know,
dire and instant punishment. D
even though it was once a very common phrase and always provoked
RECOGNIZED
any of the readers of this colurrui
College Veterinarian
know any likely origin for the term,
I wold appretialle hearing from
Day and Night Service
Y00.
Back at Fidelity in the early days
CALLS ANSWERED PROMPTLY
of this century there was a tradition
that any one who "hollered "School
At Owl Drug Company
butter" would be chased, caught, and
Make hay while the sun shines,
punished severely. The usual punPhone 460
ishment was to draw a bucket of but practice safety all the time.
water from the cistern and douse
him. Some of my friends from
other parts of the state record the
same tradition, except that a horse
pond was the place of punishment,
with no preliminary undressing of
the vicUm.
It must have been• fairly common
JUST CALL FOR
just before my time, but I can recall only one instance that I actually
witnessed.
One of our
nearest
neighbors, eminently respectable
and even conservative, came walkat the
ing by the schoolhouse one day iat
noon. Just after he got past the
building and had started down the
path to Fidelity, he uttered the offending words. Instantly
every
My home address is Fourth-ave., Highlands,
boy gave chase. He soon saw that
the gang woul dcatch him if he reFulton, Ky.
mained in the path; therefore he
swerved through the woods, readily
putting up a fine race. But the
boys got desperate and finally got
him. They led or draggeti him back
to the schoolhouse
and
almost
drowned him with water from the
cistern. Rather sheepishly he took
it in good humor. For some unknown
reason the teacher, a man, did nothing to interfere with the fun. I
See us ior your New Patterns in Wall Papers.
suppose that the tradition was so
strong that the teacher was inviting
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.
patron of our school was inviting
trouble to begin 'with. So far as
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
I can recall, neither this victim nor
any other one uttered the forbidden
Typewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
words after that.
There was a %rattle feeling that
Registers Carefully Repaired
the phrase was insulting. I have
asked many people whether this
feeling appeared elsewhere and have
always been told that it did, but no
one .has enlightened me as to the
ble origin -.1 the taunt and the
COMPANY
ss.1
punishment. I have felt that pro-

DR. E. B. CHERRY

PLUMBING SERVICE
R. D. STRATTON, Plumber

B.& B. SUPPLY Co.

INTERIOR
DECORATING?

FULTON WALUMPER & OFFICE SUPPLY

304 Walnut Street

Phone 85

Fulton. Ky.

CHILLS & FEVER
DUE TO MALARIA
RELIEVED666

Attention:
Tomato Growers!
FOLKS-Catbat

ordy as desert

We invite and appreciate your
patronage.

TEXACO PRODUCTS
Complete Lubrication,

Washing

and Tire 'Repair Service.

Fields'
TEXACO

SERVICE

We have a fine lot of good, strong tomato plants
for tomato growers of this section. You may
secure same by applying at our plant. •

Water Valley
Canning Company

STATION

West State Line St.
Phone 9183
Fulton, Kentucky

SEE US
For

NEAL LOONEY

TAXI
216

AIR CONDITIONING
In Your Home or Business
AUTOMATIC 01L-BURNING
WATER HEATERS
ATTIC EXHAUST FANS

Maynard's Service Sta.
DAY and NIGHT
Prompt
Courteous
Efficient

B. & B. SUPPLY CO.
Plumbing — Heating — Electrical
417 Main Street

Phone 110

Fulton, Ky.

eerie Ilet
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Palestine Homemakers

AUSTIN SPRINGS

Browder is ill of malaria.
Mrs. A. M. Browder visited Mr.
Mrs. Jessie Bondurant Sunday
Mrs. George Haygood (nee VirMrs. Pauline White of Nashville and
Jordon, Ky.
ginia Mathis) is a patient of Haws
visited her sister, Mrs. Ed Thomp- near
Hospital suffering an atson and Mr. Thompson last week
Mr. and Mrs. David Berryhill and Memorial
-for home. Saturday she was here to daughter left for their home in tack of pneumonia. She is however
after doing nicely and will be home in
attend the Fields-Lewis wedding. Collinsville, Ill., Monday
a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Moffitt of Se- spending a weeks vacation with
Pvt. Ralph Doran has just comdalia, Ky., spent Saturday with Mrs. John Wade and family.
training in Ft.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Caldwell.
Mrs. John Verhines and dau- ppleted his basic
N. C., and is nov,.. spending
Mrs. W. M. Watts and daughter, ghters, Joan and Janet returned Bragg,
day furlough with his parents,
•Verna
Fulgham and Mr. and Mrs. Wednesday from two weeks vaca- 21
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Doran.
Edwin Franklin and family of Win- tion in Detroit.
Mrs. Ed Frields is spending a
go spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
11. and Mrs. Bill Milner of St.
Robert Watts.
Louis, Mo., will arrive last of the week with her children, Mr. and
Mrs. Erie Cunningham in Dresden.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Thompson and week to spent a weeks vacation
Leslie Broomer, 4 day old infant
Mrs.
Gus
and
parents,
Mr.
with
her
Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Wade of Unof Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Austin Sr.,
ion City visited Mr. and Mrs. Rup- Browder.
crt Browder Sunday afternoon. Mrs.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. was buried Sunday afternoon here
Harvey Pevitt were Mr. and Mrs. at Acree cemetery with a short serRaymond Pewitt, Mr. and Mrs. Har- vice held at the grave by Rev. David
ry Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. Lon K. Wachtel pastor of Nazerene
Veterinary Service
Brown, Mr.- and Mrs. Roy Bard, church in Fulton. Deep sympathy is
Mrs. A. M. Browder, Mr. and Mrs. extended all bereared ones of famService Day or Night
Jim McGehee, Mr. and Mrs.. Ray- ily.
Phone 807-R
807-.1
David Lassister is a victim of
mond Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Louie
Or Call 70
Bard, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thomp- nousea and on the sick list.
son, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Davidson
Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh French of are happy parents of a baby son
Hickman visited Mr. and Mrs. Har- born at their home several daYs
Graduate Veterinarian
vey Pewitt Monday afternoon.
ago.
Located on Martin-Fulton
:VII-. and Mrs. Richard Mobley
Dr. C. A. Bell recently purchased
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
spent
Sunday
Highway
a new car. Many other orders are
Emmett Weatherford near Clinton. 1
in by citizens here-a-bout but the
Harvey Pewitt is still unimfrovedl
delivery is slow..
after being confined to his bed four!
Marketing of green wrap tomato
weeks.
FOR
Mrs. Neva Wyatt of Franklin, Ky.. crop will begin this week but rain
HEALTH'S SAKE-spent Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. is needed badly and unless it comes
soon, the crop will fall short of
Clarence Caldwell.
SEE YOUR
Kennie Leonard had his tonsils a good yield.

PALESTINE

CHIROPRACTIC
PHYSICIAN
PHONE 450

DR. B. L. DAVIS
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY

removed Monday at Fulton HospiINCOME AND GROWTH
tal • and doing fine.
Mac. Pewitt U. A. 2c left MonNo community in the world can
day night for Great Lakes, Ill.,
after spending 12 days leave with become prosperous unless there is
some source of income. The greater
home folks.
the income, the greater the pros•Sobseribe Now f, r THE NEWSI perity.

WE WANT
TO AVOID A STRIKE....
But we have learned from the newspapers
that we, and you, are being threatened by a
strike of some employees in our Central and
Western Divisions on July 1.
WE HAVE NOT RECEIVED NOTICE
OF THE PROPOSED STRIKE FROM ANY
MEMBER OF OUR EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATION NOR ITS UNION REPRESENTATIVES.
This is a most unusual procedure.
No effort has been made as yet by employees of the Central Division to negotiate a new
contract after it notified us of its. intent to cancel the present one, which would have continued indefinitely unless terminated.
THERE SEEMS TO BE NO QUESTION
OF WAGES INVOLVED, AND CERTAINLY
THERE SHOULD NOT BE. OUR EMPLOYEES HAVE ENJOYED WAGE INCREASES
AMOUNTING TO AN AVERAGE OF 70 PER
CENT SINCE 1940. IN ADDITION TO THIS
WE HAVE OFFERED, AND PUT INTO EFFECT AS OF JULY 1, 1946, AN ADDITIONAL 15 CENTS PER HOUR INCREASE.
And at the same time we are adjusting working
hours per week from 48 to 44. Our emploYee
policy includes group insurance, retirement
annuity, sick leave benefits, salaried holidays
and vacations — all liberally applied. No company could have been more considerate in
dealing with all of its employees.
WE SINCERELY HOPE THE STRIKE
CAN BE AVERTED. WE MUST, HOWEVER,
ANTICIPATE ONE.IF IT OCCURS, WE ASK
YOUR INDULGENCE IN OUR EFFORTS TO
CARRY ON AS NEAR NORMAL SERVICE
AS IS POSSIBLE UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES.

R. M. WATT,
PRESIDENT

Kentucky Utilities Co.
Incorporated

The Palestine Homemakers met
at the home of Mrs. Lewis Thompson on the Middle Road with Mrs.
Avery Hancock and Mrs. Thom!).
son hostessess, on June 21st.
The feature of the afternoon was
a quiz on clothing construction,
conducted by Mrs. Robert Thompson, which was answered by demonstration. This was followed by a
dress revue.
During the business session plans
were made for a Homemaker Picnic
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Stroud in August and officers were
elected for the new year. President,
Mrs. W. P. McClanahan; vice-president, Mrs. Roy Bard; Sec.-treas.,
Mrs. W. O. Inman; recreation leaders, Mrs. Gus Browder and Mrs.
Hillman Collier.
Mrs. Cillier was elected to attend Homemakers Carnp at Bethel
College, Hopkinsville, Ky., on July
Songs and games were enjoyed
and refreshments were served.
Mrs. Pauline Fields White of
Nashville, Tenn., and Mrs. Louie
Bard were visitors.
FULTON GROUP MET
WITH HIGHWAY DEPT.
A., group of Fulton men, represeriting, the Ciyt of Fulton, and the
ereek Committee of the Chamber
of Commerce journeyed to Frankfort Tuesday on business. They
were Mayor T. T. Boaz, James War:en. city attorney; John Melton and
K. P. Dalton.
They met with Highway Com%
missioner
Stephen Watkins and
Chief Engineer Tom Cutler Wednesday to discuss plans for improvement cf Harris Fork creek here, to
prevent annual floods.

Fulton cannot prosper without
. the flow of money into its borders.
•Subseribe Now tor THE NEWS!
The coin that comes to live in Fulton becomes a true workman for
the upbuilding of this section. The
money that goes away, like all
absentees, does us no good whatever.
Apply this to local commercial
and industrial affairs. An enterprise
grows through the acquisition of a
surplus. If its income exceeds its
expense it prospers, and if the bal1 ance is the other way, it withers
away. Towns and cities operate
I under the same rules, no matter
ho4, obscure the application may
be.
Pe_r capita wealth does not always
mean general prosperity, but it
certainly insures the prosperity,
but if certainly insures the possibility of that desired state. Consider
Fulton as one joint enter prise, with
all citizens as stockholders. What
each one spends away from home,
is money sent away: vThat each one
sells, away from homes. is money
brought in to offset the other total.
If the money that arrives is greater
than that.sent away the civic entity
grows, its surplus grows. If the balance is the other way, the enterprise withers, the balance constantly dwindles and the word "Poverty'' begins•to be written on the wall.

FEATURING
32 IMPORTANT
ADVANCEMENTS

These fine new trucks add still
further to the great Ford truck
reputation of more work for
less money. Thirty-two new
engineering advancements increase Olen' efficiency and your
profits!

New aluminum alloy
pistons with 4 rings
each--new SILVALOY
bearings . .. these and
many more advancements mean more work

We Service All Makes
Our thoroughly trained truck
mechanics and special truck
service facilities enable us to
give you A-1 service on an
makes.

for less money!

HUDDLESTON MOTOR CO.
FULTON, KY.

NEW TRUCKS .

USED TRUCKS .

TRUCK SERVICe

Announcing The Opening of
FULTON'S NEWEST AND MOST
BEAUTIFUL SUBDIVISION
known as

NORTH HIGHLAND PARK
LOCATED ON HIGHWAY 51 CUTOFF, FULTON, KY.

PLEN'TY OF PRODUCE
AVArLABLE TO MEET
COUNTY FOOD NEEDS
Fulton County residents will offset short supplies of meat, wheat,
fats and. oils by consuming nearly
nation's
of the
8,346,800 pounds
bumper fresh fruit and vegetable
crop. to maintain high nutritional
standards this year, it was predicted today by a leading food distributor.
"Fresh fruits and vegetables will
adequately supplement the limited
supplies of many foods now available. Increased use of perishable
produce will permit shipments of
other foods to'those hunger-ridden
nations now subsisting on daily diets ranging from 1,00 to 1,500 cal ories as compared with an average
of 3,300 calories for this country."
Part of the fresh fruits and vegetables consumed by Fulton residents
comes from this county's 1,020 farms
and neighboring
growers. Large
amounts of perishables are received from other sections to meet the
county's year-round needse. The
development of more efficient distribution methods has helped double
fresh fruit and vegetable consumptian in the past 25 years and makes
ppssible a greater selection of foods
necessary for a well-rounded diet
and a higher standard of living.
Estimates are based on preliminary indications of food production
and consumption for 1946 and each
person in the country will eat an
average of 1,695 pounds of food this
year. This represente a 1 per cent
increase over the 1935-1939 average,
with fresh fruits and Vegetablef accounting for nearly one third of the
food to be consumed.

This fine subdivision has about 50 lots in it, all of which lie well for
residential building purposes. 'Highland Park Lake, or Foy Lake, is located in this area. A new swimming pool, and tourist court is being erected
just across the highway, and this subdivision promises to be the most attractive building district in Fulton.

Lots for Building Purposes Now Available for
G. l's. and Others Who Wish Homes of Their Own.
Select your lot today—we will help you plan and build your home
of desired! You can build now—you don't have to wait. Residential property is scarce here, and rental property is almost impossible to obtain_
So build a home of your own.

Lots $250.00 and up
Cash or Partial Payment—Balance Payable Monthly.

MART & LOWE
See J. PAUL BUSHART
Fulton County News

Phone 470

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
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CLASSIFIED ADS
NOTICE!
If you have termites, write or call
Carl Grooms for free inspection,
402 South lIth Street, Mayfield, Ky.
Phone 716-R. Reference furnished.

The Public Appreciates
QUALITY IN PRINTING

FOR SALE--3 registered Guernsey bzull calves. 7 months old. Cecil Burnette, Fulton, Ky.

Fulton Printing Co.

FOR SALE--krintediately delivery of white, red and gray rabbins,
some pedigreed. Also hutches. Tree
proven Coon Dog Pups. Write or
I call Glenn Walker, Fulton, Ky. 2tc

Fulton, Kentucky
IN111114111MINIIIR1011111111

•TIDBITS

Distinctive Printing
Engraving
•

Stationery

The Printing Number

0.

Phone 470
Letterheads

Envelopes

Statements

Ruled Forms

Sale Bills
Wedding Announcements
Visiting Cards
Personal Stationery
HEIL '

HERE'S'
INE BILL
That CostsYou No More
Today Than it Did

• 25 sylo
Although your cost of living has steadily in-.
creased, here is one thing—an important thing
in your life—that actually costs you no more
today than it did tWaity-five years ago. It's
yOur telephone!
This record of low cost performance, in these
times of rising prices, is enough alone to stand
out like a beacon in the night.
In addition the 9CrViCt has greatly expanded
and as more telephones have been added the
relative cost of the user has steaclily declined.
Today you can reach many more people by teleybone—the better to serve your needs for business or personal use.
This record—which stancts out as an achievement—is becoming more and more difficult to
maintain as the costs of everything going into
the furnishing of telephone sexvice continue to
rise.

SOITNERN BELL TELEPHONE ANO TELEIRAPH COMPANY
I N C 0 it•0

MORE FORMAL TIMES

Mix lamb with crumbs, milk, I mashed ota toes, buttered pc..xs.
FARMERS URGED TO FINISH
beaten egg, salt and garlic. Spread cabbage and mint salad with Cream
BEEF WITH LESS GRAIN
contribute im- half the mixture into a square or dressing, rye bread and butter and
can
Farmers
mediately to the world's food pro- rectangular baking dish. Top with cherry upside-down cake.
blem by marketing large numbers a mixture made of 3 cups cooked
of beef .cattle with little or no rice or mashed potato, a cup choppREPAIR WORK
grain reeding, Chairman H. M. ed parsley, 1 tablespoon melted fat,
Pewitt of the Fulton county Tri- 1 1-4 teaspoons salt and 1-8 teaI am now able to do same
ple "A" committee said quoting spoon pepper. Spread remaining
repair work on watches and
from a statement issued by the lamb mixture over the dressing and
your patronage.
Invite
reUnited States Departrnent of Agri- 1-8 teaspoon pepper. Spread
maining lamb mixture over the
culture.
R. M. KIRKLAND
The statement announced in- dressing and bake in medium oven,
Jeweler
creased ceiling prices for wheat, 325 degrees, for an hour. Cut in
MAIN STREET
corn, rye, oats, barley and grain
squares to serve.
ET.
FU'LTON
sorghums to encourage sale of
Menu: Lamb squares with rire or
grain for shipmen tto countries
where people are starving.
There is not enough grain both
to feed starving people and to maintain record livestock numbers in
"MAKE IT A MILLION!"
this country. The number of people that can be fed with livestock
products by use of grain as livestock feed is much less than the
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
number that can be fed b yan equal
amount of grains consumed directA SKILL OR TRADE
ly by people.
It will be necessary to make maxiSplendid education and training
mum use of pastures, hay and forA GOOD 108 FOR YOU
in more than 200 skills and trades
age to .continue marketings at
are offered by the new Regular
their present high rates, the joint
Army. Good pay and opportunities
CHOOSE THIS
announcement said. This will mea$
for advancement. Over threeFINE PROFESSION NOW,
some sacrifice in the finish on catquarters of a million have enlisted
tle but will make availabe large
already. MAKE IT A MILLION! Get
supplies of grain for human conall the facts at your nearest U. S.
Army Camp or Post. or U. S. Army
sumption.
Recruiting Station.
The government sudsidy of 50
cents per hundred pounds now beU. S. FEDERAL BUILDING, PADUCAH, KY
ing paid to cattle feeders will end
June 30 since the general world
grain supply sit-uation makes it no
longer desirable tc finish large
numbers of cattle at top grades,
the statement added.

The younger people whom I
teach are very much surprised
when I tell them that former times
were ever so much more formal
than the present. They seem to
think that in the days of Grandma things were crude and therefore free and easy. Sometimes I
find pseudo-historians who seem to
thing the same thing, forgetting
that our present •time is probably
the most informal period of recorded history.
Take clothes., fox instance. In my
younger days I was practically disgraced if I appeared in company
without my coat on. It was not only
bad manners; it was almost obscene. Fora young lady to be caught
out without something on her head
was equally disgraceful. Nothing
good could be picphesied of such
how
a derelicts as these. 1 .can recall
for years I wore tight gloves and RECIPE OF THE WEEK
This is the season of the year
would have been regarded as far
from dressy if I had left them off. when lamb is usually plentiful. But
I wore a laundered vest for years with a shortage of meat, supplies of
after I was grown, as who didn't? lamb must be streti..hed to make it
The buttons were removable when go further. The addition of a dresSthe vest had acquired enough wear ing made of cooked rice or mashed
to warrant laundering again. Some- potatoes, and seasoned with parsley,
times I would forget to remove is suggested by fcod specialists at
5 the buttons; in that case they would the Kentucky Ccllege of Agriculreturn in a pocket cf the vest or in ture and Home Economics.
an envelope. Without that vest I Stuffed Lamb Squares
1 1-2 pounds g:ound lamb shouldwould have been fairly well dresser
ed but not_exquisitely.
3-4 cup fine bread crumbs
2
And how about manners? The
1-2 cup milk
stiff ways in which people used to
1 egg
say and do the most ordinary
1 teaspoon salt
things are stin laughable. The in1-4 clove garl!.•.: if desired or 1-4
tention was good, for children were
drilled in their manners until they cup chopped parsley
(the manners, I mean) stuck. Boys
who had to walk in front of one
of the guests around the fireplace
begged one's pardon so mannerly
that I sometimes wondered whether they did not do this rudeness of
coming between a guest and the
fire in order to show off their manlien's. And when you gave anyone
something, the profuse thanks almost over-whelmed you. I just
wonder whether those people were
any more thankful than some of
This simple
precept
the present generation, who are I
up
sums
the
responsioften accused of thoughtlessness
bordering on rudeness.
bilities of every licensed
Probably nothing has r_hanged I
beer retailer. No halfmore than courting, as I said a long;
time ago in this column. Can you
way measures: no midimakne a fellow's writing a formal
note asking for a date and receiving
dle ground. "Do right
a sirnilar formal one, pink and perobey the law."
fumed, from his lady-love?-The call-

"DO
RIGHT!"

ing of a mere beau could have all
of the formality of a visiting cart
or duke. To see the young lady meet
her swain at the door on Sunday
afternoon you never would guess
that the two had been happy children together and had waded the
creek and climbed trees and slid
down the hills on sleds in winter.
How -tactfulli she waited while the
beau drew off his white gloves and
extended his hand in what was supposed to be die most approved
style. And how labored the conversation often was as the two turned through the family album or
looked fo rthe ninetieth time at the
sterescope views. And how formal
was the beau's departure when it
came time for him to get back to
his home to help his peppy feed and
care for the stock.
Much is made of table manners,
and should be, too. In those early
times there were manners also,
though they might not be so called today. There was even more
rigidness in the order of the courses, thought they were hardly called
that. A child that insisted on eating pie before meat was regaraed
as down-right incorrigible. In anyone in my neighboi hood had served pie for breakfast, in true New
England style, it would have caused
a stir equal to that when one of
our middle-aged neighbors elopedd,
though married, with a younger
girl. Just about everything had its
formality, and those who refused
to abide by the decrees of fashion
were regarded as hardly worthy of
respect. Crude our ancestors may
have been in many ways, but their
manners were much stiffer and
more formal than ours are.

The primary cdm

of the

U. S. Army

PUBLIC AUCTION
TUESDAY, JULY 2nd

Beginning at 9:00 A. M., Rain or Shine
at the

G. W. CROFT FARM
Four miles East of Fulton, North Off State Line Road
I will offer at PUBLIC AUCTION to the highest bidder, the following described property:
Hay Baler, Hay Rake, Mower, Disc Cultivator, Hoe
Cultivator, Sweep Rake, Disc Harrow, Section Harrow, Corn Planter, Four 2-Horse Plows, one 1-horse
Plow, two Rastus, three Double Shovels, Corn Harrow, Pond Scraper, one Wheat Drill, Lime Spreader, Seed Fan, one Top Buggy and Harness, one Gas
Engine, two 20-rod Rolls Wire, one Water Separator,
about 2-barrels of Corn, one lot of Baled Hay, Two
good Horses, Four Young Cows and Calves, 12 Head
of Sheep, 1 Sow, 7 Shoats, and one 1938 Chevrolet
Car.
All Household and Kitchen Furniture, including a
Nice Living Room Suite, Three Wool Rugs 9x12, a
Hotpoint Electric Refrigerator, one Electric Washing
Machine, one Marble Top Dresser, etc. Also many
others items too numerous to mention.

N. A. CROFT Administrator
CHAS. W. BURROW, Auctioneer

Motorists
Attention!

Kentucky Committee of
the United Stater; Brewers Foundation is to see
that

this

precept

The City of Fulton has an ordinance that:

is

strictly observed.
Licensees are informed
of their legal cmd moral
obligations and are given suggestions for improving

conditions

whenever such suggestions

are

warranted.

Any wMful irregularity
is

cot:tided pauspay.

Self•Rogulatioa works.

All car and truck drivers must not exceed
in the busi. a speed limit of 20 miles per hour
ness district nor 30 miles per hour in the residential section;
Cars must be parked on the right side of
the street;
No double parking is allowed at any time;
All stop signs Must be obeyed;
Your car must be parked within the lines—
not too close to the corner or the fire plugs;

KEN.TUCKY COMMITTEE

UNITED STATES
BREWERS
FOUNDATION
HARRY O. FRANCE S,3'P Diietlor
1523 HEYBURN BuILDING
LOuISVILLE

Unless the above is carried out, motorists will
be brought into city Court and Fined.

K. P. DALTON
Chief of Police
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SALUTARY ADVERSITY'
TELEPHONE CALLS
CRISIS IN BREAD
Sweet are the uses of adversity; SET NEW RECORDS
Which, like the toad, ugly and
Only actions give life strength;
Who ever imagined that the whole
only moderation gives it a charm. venemotis,
The volume of telephone calls United States would ever face a
Wears yet a precious jewel in his I made in Fulton is setting new rec- critical bread shortage? Could anyhead.—Shakespeare
ords.
one suppose that Oklahoma wheat
Many secrets of religion are not! According to figures obtained farmers would tel !Director Fiorello
DRIVE IN
perceived till they be felt, and are from Telephone Manager F. H. Rid. ,LaGuardia of the UNNRA that they
no tfelt but in the day of a great dle, Fulton residents are making were ready to dump their grain on
TO SEE US
a total of 19,185 local telephone the ground unless the Government
calamity.—Jeremy Taylor.
calls on an average business day. .changed its policy for requisiaionSorrow has its reward. It never
This is 22.3 per cent above the num- ing grain. A delegation of repreleaves us where it found us. The
ber made daily a year ago, and 78 sentatives of those Oklahoma farmPIT BAR-B-Q, SOUP; CHILI
furnace separates the gold from
per cent higher titan the average ers and other Southwestern wheat
the dross that the precious metal business day five years ago.
growers laid their cards on the taSANDWICHES
may be graven with the image of
With sucn an unprecedented vol- bleble before La Guaixlia and deGod.—Mary Baker DOI.
ume of calls coming through the clared that the recent Government
Oppen Sundays and. Every Night
The sweetest joys- a heart can swithchboards which were
under
which
alredy wheat purchases,
hold, grow up between its croses. heavily loaded, there are time of growers got a thirty-cent-a-bushel
Watherman
—Nixon
HOP'S LUNCH ROOM
peak loads when the operators may bonuse for wheat sold for famine
The happiest, sweetest, tenderest nut be able to answer right at relief, benefited
Northern
only
homes are not those where there once with the customary "Num- farmers.
Plenty Parking Space
has been no sorrow, but those ber, Please." If this happens,
is
Bread and meat lines'have reCurb Service
with grief. and where Christ's com- because the switchboards are tem- cently formed in virtual4y every
porarly overcrowded with calls.
fort was accepted.—J. R. Miller..
city throuhout the country, and in
Across Street From OK Laundry
This c"O-ndition arises occasional- th eNational Capital there was no
Blessed are they that mourn: for
Your Patronage Appreciated
they shall be .....ornforted.—Jesus ly because of a temporary of con- exception to this condition. The
(Matt.5:4).
gestion and does not mean that the big hotels, as well -as the big
•
telephone is out of order. Mr. Rid- litical shots, in the National Capidle pointed out that the large addi- tal are victims of the bread, meat,
tion- in the number of subscribers butter and margarine shortage on
as a result of the Company's 0- tkever
.
y day this item is b.ting writforts to provide services for as ten in a Washington nevcspeper ofmany people as possible, coupled fice during the first week of .June.
with the increase in calls per teleWhat's the reason? One guess
phone, facilities are carrying the accuses the
OPA and other govern,heavrest load in history. At times ment agencies and "brass-hat"
orthis
affects
the usual high quality ganizations. The Washington corBut everybody can follow these common
standards of the service.
respondent is not guessing; never:
sense precalitions and help reduce the hazards:
The Telephone Company is ex. theless, it ils an inconsistent and
erting every effort to manufacture unreasonable condition.
1. Clean up your premises.
and install the necessaT equipment to serve those wito:':are waitRECIPE OF THE WEEK
ing to handle the increasing vol2. Clean out trash from attics, cellars and
ume of local calls with the preclosets.
This is the season of the year
war standard of speed. Meanwhile
when lamb is usually plentiful.
telephone users' understanding and
But with a shortage of meat, sup3. CHECK YOUR FIRE INSURANCE
patience are much appreciated.
plir of lamb must be stretched to
Telephone users here, in addition
POLICY—be sure you are fully covered—both
to avoiding the busiest hours when make it go further. The addition of
a dressing made of cooked rice or
buildings and household effects.
it is convenient. can also help by
mashed potatoes, and seasoned with
being brief, and by not making calls
parsley, is suggested by food spec4. If you have any insurance problems or
to "Information"
for
numbers ialists at the Kentucky College of
which are listed in the directory.
desire additional coverage, phone No. 5.
Agriculture and Home Econotnics.
Such calls travel over much of the
Stuffed Lamb Squares
same equipment which is used by
FIRE—it can happen to you!
1 1-2 pounds ground Iamb shouldthe regular calls and addto the
er
congestion," Mr. Riddle said.
3-4 cup fine bread crumbs
TELLING THE FARMERS HOW

Money is u good servant, but a
dangerous master.—Bouhours.

No Building Is Immune
Fro m FIRE--

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

Plain Street

Fulton, Kentucky

24 -HOUR

TAXI SERVICE
APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ADVANCE

Ca"

JIFFY CAB
PHONE 23

WE SELL—
.
Popular Magazines
Newspapers
Tobaccos
Cold Drinks
Confections
.0.
'
0.‘ 0*

ir

Jiffy Newstand
ZUS Station—Corner Carr and

Fourth Sts.

ARE YOU PREPARED FOR THE

MEAT SHORTAGE
Everyone knows that this country, and the world, face a big
meat and food shortage. Many are buying and raising Baby
Chicks to increase their meat supply.

YOU,TOO CAN LOOK
AHEAD AND AVOID SCARCITY
SEE US FOR

BABY

CHICKS

U. S. Approved and U. S. Pullorum Tested.
"CHICKS WITFI A VERSONALITR"

FULTON HATCHERY
STATE LINE ST.

PHONE 483

IFULTON, KY.

O.

Perhaps no one needs to be reminded that the
great American
scheme for regulating supOly and demand of American farm products is
in the dog-house. Most Government
reports seek to prove that the country is unable to take the initiative
in planning and operating self-sustaining agriculture.
That isn't the way the United
States has conducted its affairs in
the past, which explains the confusion that is likely to continue as
long as Government
restrictions
and restraints exist over supplies,
rationing and price-fixing.
The farmers don't have to be told
how to plant their crops, and how
much land to .cultivate.
official!
Washington they talk as if they had
a corner on information that would
assure an increase of 30 per cent in
farm production this year.
But observers
and newspapers
seem to have swung around to the
opinion that the good old - limit of
supply and demand and open competition should be returned to the
old st4nd. The 'war has been, over
almost a year but all kinds of public officials still tell the people how
to do their job.

ROCK SPRINGS
Mrs. Wilma Veatch, Mrs. Ruth
Veatch and Mrs. Magdaline Tiffs
visited Mrs. Ella Veatch Monday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hub Beard visited
a while Monday night with Pressie
Moore and family.
Mrs. Lee Amy Sonn and children and Miss Lely Sonn spent Friday afternoon with Mrs. Nora Copelen.
A kitchen shower was given Friday afternoon at Mrs. Annie Beaards
for Mr. and Mrs. James Veatch.
They received a lot of useful gifts.
Mrs. Geneva Jackson and children, and Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Greene
spent
Wednesday with Elmoore
Copelen and family.

BUILDING
THIS
YEAR-THEN
SEE US
BEFORE YOU BUILD

1-2 cup milk
1 egg
1 teaspoon salt
1-4 clove garlic if desired or 1-4
chopped parsley
Mix lamb crumbs, milk, beaten
egg, and garlic. Spread half the
mixture into a square or rectangular baking dish. Top wwith a mixture made of 3 cups cooked rice or
mashe dpotato, a cup chopped pars-

tablespoon melted fat, 1 14
ley,
teaspoons salt and 1-8 teaspoon pepper. Spread remaining lamb mixture over the dressing and bake in
medium oven, 323 degrees, for an
hour. Cut in squares to serve.
Menu: Lamb squares with rice
or mashed potatoes, buttered peas,
cabbage and mint salad with clean'
dressing, rye bread and butter and
cherry upside-down cake.

ATTENTION:

All Motorists
See us for Complete Lubrication Service.
Remember that we have PICK-UP and DELIVERY SERVICE, so if you cannot bring your car
in, ju4 phone us and we will do the rest. Phone
9193.
Keep your car in good condition and fill
your gasoline tank regular with THAT GOOD
GULF GASOLINE. 'GULF MOTOR OILS and OTHER PRODUCTS

POLSGROVE

SERVICE
STATION

Mayfield Highway Near Ford Garage, Fulton.

Easy To Build
With BLOCKS
Concrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,
Sand and Gravel. See us for your building
needs.

DON HILL
CONCRETE
and
GENERAL
CONTRACTING
PHONE 361

Adams & Lowe
Martin Highway — Fulton, Kv.

Th•
BRONZOLEUM
C,oncrete Burial Yogi
rioven Depenclakata
Boa uty
Permanense
Strengt1;

Sold Claily Mira
Panama Dirsoloes..
Mad* awl Ilarrlosd sir -

KATTERJOHN
(,oncrete Producti
Paducah. sy.

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON, KY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night--Phone 7
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

Emblematic of peace in a peace loving nation, and quietly remindful that dairying Is America's greatest industry. the poster pictured
above has been chosen as the symbol of June DAIRY MONTH for 1946.
It's a familiar scene, as American as the Stars and Stripes. A
herd of cows, peacefully grazing over green n^lds, cows that never
heard the roar of hostile guns. that never saw thc ravages of war. Such
a scene, somehow., symbolizes the ALierIcan love of peace, bome, and
good eating.

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

I
)
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ke in
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Furniture For Bedroom and Kitchen!

rice
peas,
learn
r and

BOUDOIR
CHAIRS
ARCHIBALD,PLEASE
PICK ME A PRETTY
SEA LILY.

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S QUIZ
Answer to

last

week's

question—FALSE—The

groundhog's shadow has no effect on the weather.

Beautiful tapestry
covered chairs. Full
spring construction.
Regular price $21.95
NOW only .. $17.95
Regular piice $24.95
NOW only $21.95

For The

BEDROOM SUITES
Only two of these fine
Bedroom Suites left.
Each suite includes bed,
large vanity with oval
mirror, chest of four
drawers. All-wood construction, finished in
light oak, with modernistic inlaid $I g7.5o
pattern. Suites of three pieces... I v
NEED AN EXTRA BED? Get one of these AllMetal Bedsteads, complete with springs
$46.75
and mattress, only

JUST RECEIVED
Two Large Attic Fans, exhaust type,
complete with motors.
$169.50
36-1nch Fan
$189.50
42-Inch Fan

BRIDE
FROM OUR
COUKTER
WARE
PYREX

WEDDING AND
SHOWER GIFTS
...THAT WILL THRILL HER
NOW AND PLEASE
HER LATER 1.

FOR YOUR KITCHEN
All Metal Porcelain Top Base Cabinet.
Glass-hard, stainless, rust-proof, ordorless, burn-proof. Has roomy drawer and
two shelves below. Extra Special value.
$24.95
Only

So19,123
RECORDS
New Shipment of Records
arriving regularly

BREAD BOXES
Well Made, with one sheff'. Will help
$2.95
you save bread. Only
CAKE DISK WITH ALUMINUM
$2.39
COVER
ALL CHROMIUM BREAKFAST
SUITE
Solid hardwood table top, and four tipholstered chairs. Five pieces. $89.95
4-Piece Cannister Set
$1,29
DINNERWARE SET 54 Piece
dinnerware,
Beautiful underglazed
$22.95
complete set
ALSO OTHER DINNERWARE SETS
in 26 to 32 Pieces, attractively priced.

This handsome Pyrex Cake Dish is grand for baking layer
cakes. Can be used for cooking, serving, and storing. Washes
easily because food won't stick to satin-smooth glass.
Better give her at least a pair! Each, only

3,.

BOUDOIR LAMPS
New charm and beauty for the bedroom
with a pair of Boudoir Lamps. Pair of
Lamps
$7.50 to 10.50
BED LAMPS
$2.49 to $10.95

TAKE MODEL MU-207. Five
tubes, no aerial or ground
needed. Outstanding tone.
Walnut cabinet, unusually
styled. Large,easyao•resd dial

Sollraa adios

Aredirie
In radio,it's tone,olccause,that's
most important. And for tone;
you think of SONORA, pioneer in
tone engineering for over 3ci
years. Come in and hear thee new
models—then you be the judge.

BEAUTY WOVEN RUGS
Size 2x4 Rugs
$5.95
Size 4x6 Rugs
$9.95
These rugs have rubberized back—
won't slip on any floor.
E-Z-DO CLOTHES CLOSETS
$4.50 to $10.95

The Pyrex Utility Dish above should be in every bride's kitchen.
Cooks grand roasts, chops, hot breads, cakes and a z.e,
dozen other luscious things. 2 sizes. Larger size, only JP

SESSIONS KITCHEN CLOCK
All Electric
$3.85
Flash Heat Electric Water Heater. Hot
water in a few minutes. Only a few of
these heaters left, at
$4.95

MODEL 209
$37.95

•

FULTON ELECTRIt FURNITURE,,,C07
319-323 WALNUT STREET,

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE 106
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Mrs. M. E. Daws, in the home of
PILOT OAK
ROUTE THREE
Id= Smith Brown the past week.
Mrs. Roy Weaks was a visitor.
Mr. Fred Waggoner and Robert
The funeral of Mr. George Croft
Several hints for rapidity and ac- was held Friday at 10 a. m. in old Dee and Virgil, Marvin and Charles
Keep us, 0 God, from pettiness;
Let us be large. in thought in work, curacy in homemaking duties were Bethel church. Elder Smith of Mar- Yates, Mr. Dowell, High school
given as the roll was called.
tin in charge. He was an influential teacher at Cuba and father and
ies deed.
Mrs. O. C. Croft, presided; Mrs. member there. and also deacon of James Earl Moore and,Henley Boy
Le tus be done with fault findbe missed in went fishing Friday at No. 9 Lake.
H. G. Butler read the minutes of many years. He
ing and leave off self seeking.
worse
"I Feel Like My True Self and I was afraid that meant
and home. A most enjoyable day was spent.
commuity
in
meeting
in
May
and
gave
the
church,
the
the
pretense
all
away
put
we
May
felt
I
times
At
follow.
to
things
sympathy to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Canter and
Again, And I Can Hard- terribly weakened and run-doWn
:end meet each other face to face treasurers report. Mrs. Silas Bruce, We extend our deepest
with
dinner
Sunday
taken
children.
fgmily
and
Mrs.
Harry
Hancock
and
Mrs.
wife
G.
A.
his
without self-pity and without prely Praise Retonga and my appetite left me. k have alHarrington joined the club. Only
The hay season is here. It is said Mr .and Mrs. Totnie Moore.
p:wire. .
ways%een very aetive but my dis- •
Mrs.
Mrs.
R.
E.
Mbunt,
and
Mr.
Enough," Declares Well tress
May we never be hasty in judg- four members were forced to be ab- by a famous poet, that Maud Muller
from muscular aches and •
in
Gale
visited
Bushart
and
Violet
sent.
on a summer day raked the meadow
ment and always generous.
Known Resident. Dis- pains was so severe that I was comSunday afternoon.
Oak
Pilot
We
can't
find
'her,
things:
vvith
hay.
for
all
Penny-for-Friendship
sweet
time
The
take
fund
Let us
pelled to slow down.
Mrs. Edna Waggonef spent Fricusses Her Case
where is she; and we need help.
nooke us to grow calm, serene, gen- was taken.
"Retonga gave me splendid reand
with
Mrs.
Mary
Yates
dday
Mr. W. M. Foster and wife visittte.
The annual pie.nic for the club
"Retonga promptly br9ught me lief ln many ways. My ppeAte re- ,
Catherine.
Mary
'
ed relatives in Anna and Goreville,
snrpassed my fondest turned in full force. Poor eliminaTeach us to put Anti) action our will be with Mrs. O. C. Croft.
Mrs. Louise Olive, Toby 'Sue and relief that
better impulses, *straight-forward
The lesson on Central America Illinois, Sunday. also Eugene By- Terry, rMs. Violet Bushart and hopes, and I can hardly thank this tio nand musbulIir pains are re...aid unafraid.
grand medicine enough," happily lieved and tirlown-and-our feel- ;
and South America of the. past num was with them.
Rev. Lois Kingston closed a very Gale and Mrs. Mary Collins spent declares Mrs. Margaret
Mathis, ing has beett Placed by a sense of
Grant that wq may realize it is month were reviewed by Mrs.
afternoon
with
Mrs.
Lela
Saturday
Ow little things that create dif- Wales Austin. Landscape leaflets tine meeting at Kingston Store the Bushart. and Mrs. Esta Moore...
Route 2, Evansville, Tenn. Elated well-being. Is-tist well every night.
past week.
cus- now and fegffully able to carry on
ferences.
were circulated.
Mrs. Ruby Mae Steele and chit. over being able to resume her
Electricity will soon be a realiThat is in the big things of life
tomary activities, and giving Re- again. I thank Retonga for the tact
New officers: Mrs. M. E. Daws,
dren
spent
Thursday
afternoon
of
ty in these parts. The right' of way
we are as one, and may we strive president; Mrs. -Charley
credit, Mrs. Masthis stet. that I now feel -like my true self." t
Stephen- is run and poles,set, next wiring last week with. Mrs. Winnie Steele tonga full
eo touch and to know the great son, Sec.-Tres.;
ect:
Retonga is intended to relieve
and Mrs. Will Collins.
Mrs. B. L. Austin, then turn your radio on.
encamon woman's heart of us all, vice president;
"Several month* ago 1 began to distress due to insufficient flow of t
Miss
Lilly
Casey
surprised
her
Mesdames
John
W. A.Crittenden wife and dau- •
ussd, Oh Lord, let us not forget to Binkley and James
father, luitman Casey, Frftlay night suffer torturing distress from mus- digestive juices in the stomach, loss
Clay Binkley. ghters, Peggy Ann and
Nina KaY
..be kind.
program conductors.
with birthday slipper, those enjoy. cular pains which racked my arms, of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency
were
Sunday
guests
of
Dean
Wil111 the annual review of the lesing her hospitatity were: Mr. and ehoulders, legs and hips. I felt toxic and constipation. Accept no substiSandwiches,
cookies
and
iced
tea
liams
and
family.
•
sens given the past year on the
Mrs. Edd Lamb, blr. Thomas and and I had to reply on strong laxa- tute. Retonga may be obtained at
J. C. Foster and wife made 52
major project, which was "Sewing," with tasty accompaniments were
Adv.
Nadine Hainley and Miss Margaret tives to-relieve sluggish elimination DeMyer Drus Co.
served._
quarts of kraut Saturday. Three
ssisseteen enthusiastic women partiCrawford. A big time was reporton grain feeds and commercial sup- pened during the war. Farmers Mheads measuring 34, 35 and 37 inchtrill:Wed in the study, being led bY
ed.
plements.
e:Teased their outlays fo rpurchasBehavior is a mirror in which es filled 11 half gallon jars. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waggoner and
H.
Avoid losses. Reduce deaths, and ed feeds. In 1944, it is shown, farm-.
A.
family
Sisk
and
ended
every one shows his image. Goethe.
thei rtwo weeks vacation here and Robert attended all day serviees at the effects of disease, parasites, ers Increased their cash outlays for
nf u., nici L C CI
mineral and vitamin deficiencies, purchased feed nearly fourfold, alreturne dto their home in Wyan- Poyner's Chapel Sunday.
Mrs. Allene Lowry and Mrs. and poor management. Animals though no species of livestock indotte, Mich., Friday. We were happy when they come and sad when Edith Yates and Mrs. Cora Black- thaenever.get to market eat some creased more than 47 percent in
:
Of- .syr.r.
they left us. 52 persons visited here burn from Detroit visited Mr. and feed, and its costs has to foome out number.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
to se ethem, but they failed to see Mrs. Bill Pratt at Tresevant, Tenn., of the proceeds from the survivors.
Friday of last week.
Use performance records. These
all the friends and relatives.
Esquire John Yates, Jimmie Al- help
TODAY AND SATURDAY
identify breeding animals
W. M. Foster and wife, Dean
Double Feature
Williams wife and son spent Satur- len Lowry. Mr. Emmett Finley and .whose off-springs make greatest TIRES VULCANIZED
FULTON, KENTUCKY
day night with Mr. and Mrs. Hest- Mr. 7ommie Moore went to Mem- gains in the least time on the least
AND RECAPPED
phis Friday. -feed.
er Bennett and made cream.
7414
.„,- ,-._,.%,-•TEXAS/'
44cMr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and
TODAY AND SATURDAY
Check costs of gains. Good gains
R. S. Gossom and family were
......—
Allen spent Sunday with at small cost are likely to be more
guests of Barkley Parrish and wife
JOHNNY MACK BROWN
KIM Clink • Jeff Domoll
Auto Parts
Mr. and Mrs. Barkley Parish.
*.••••5
profitable than greater gains at
Sunday.
Andy
• Guinn Williams
In
Mrs. Allene Lowry visited Mrs. high cost.
Mrs. Lockie Henley spent the
Sporting Goods
Thelma Puckett Saturday afterEconomists point .out what hap—Pius—
past week with Mrs. Maurine Yates
Border Bandits
noon.
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CHAS. W. BURROW

CALL US

rAffMAN

DRY CLEANING

LAUNDRY SERVICE

Dotty's

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY-CLE.ANERS

PLAY SUITS

Work refreshed
...have a Coke

$7.98 - $14.98

• SUN SUITS
• SWIM SUITS
* TEE SHIRTS
• SLACK SUITS
• SHORTS

THE PEOPLE WILL
RAVE TO DECIDE

REACH

I PEDAL

PUSHERS .. $3.50

COATS .... $6.98

Ws the

gA€13
Inc.
In Fulton

There will be an election in November at which time one-third of
the Senators and all Members ot
the House of Representatives will be
involved. You can pick most any
Democrat paper and read in its columns that its party will remain in
full 'power in Congress. Or, pick
up most any of the Republican papers and you Iwill be advised that
the GOP will win enough elections
to control Congress in 1947. But
prophets of today are just as they
were
in olden• times
when the
Greeks had a line for it: "The best
best guesser is the best prophet."
The ''international" system is in
as bad shape as in the days when
Woodrow Wilson- was fighting for
the League of Nations, in order to
make the World.safg for Derpocracy.
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Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
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